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NON-CONSTANT CONTINUOUS MAPPINGS OP METRIC OR COMPACT 
HAUSDORPF SPACES 
Vera TRNKOVi, Praha 
The aim of the present nott is to state and to prove 
the following theorems: 
Theorem 1. There exists a class M of conntcttd 
metric spaces such that all the spaces from M together 
with all their non-constant continuous mappings form a ca-
tegory that is isomorphic to the category ^ of all 
graphs. Every continuous mapping between the elements of N 
is a contraction x . 
Theorem 2. Let there be no measurable cardinal. Then 
thtre exists a class JC of compact Hausdorff spaces such 
that all the spaces from. JC with all their non-constant 
continuous mappings form a category isomorphic to the cate-
gory ^ of all graphs. 
Theorem 3. There exists a class JL of metric conti-
nue such that all the spaces from L and all their non-
constant continuous mappings form a category isomorphic to 
the category ^ifr, of all finite graphs. Every continuous 
x) A mapping £%CM,©) —* CM.',̂ >') is said to be a contraction 
iff Qi'CiCx), i(y,» & (t>(x,y,) Always . 
AMS, Primary:54H10, 54G15 Ref.2. 3.963.5, 3.969 
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mapping between the elementa of L is a contraction* 
Corollaries. Denote by tad JM (or Cod K or 
Cod L ) the category of all apacea of M (or K or L, 
reepectively) and all their non-conetant continuoua map-
pings. 
a) Since every algebraic category can be fully embed-
ded in ^ (see [6]), it can be fully embedded in Cat M -
b) Every email category can be fully embedded in e6§-
(aee [8J), conaequently in Gad M . Particularly, every 
monoid can be repreaented as a monoid of all non-conatant 
continuous mappings of a metric space into itself, which 
strengthens a result from [41* 
c) If there is no proper class of measurable cardi-
nals, then every concrete category can be fully embedded in 
*£$* (aee [53), conaequently in Cad M - Particularly, a 
large discrete category can be fully embedded in ^ (proof 
see in 191), consequently there exists a proper class of 
metric spaces such that every continuous mapping between 
two of them is either an identical mapping of a space onto 
itself or constant. 
d) If there is no measurable cardinal then a) b) c) 
are true, replacing Cad M by Cad JC and "metric spa-
ce" by "compact Hausdorff space"* 
e) EVery finite category can be fully embedded in ^ 
(proved implicitly in [8]), consequently in Cod L * 
Especially,every finite monoid can be represented as a mo-
noid of all non-constant continuous mappings of a metric 
continuum into itself. 
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f) Since every continuous mapping between the elementa 
of M (or L ) i& a contraction, every monoid (or fini-
te monoid) can be repreaented aa a monoid of all non-con-
stant proximally continuous or uniformly continuous or Lip-
achits mappings or contractiona of a metric space (or met-
ric continuum, r e s p e c t i v e l y ) into itself. 
Proof of Theorem !• I» We recall that ^ ia the ca-
tegory, the objects of which are all graph* G * (X, K ) 
(i.e* X is a non-empty aat. & c X x. X ) and morphisms 
are all compatible mappinge (!••• if (5» (X,Jl), G'** (X'X'V 
are graphs, £ : G —•*> G' ia a morphiam of ^ iff 
£ , x — > X' ia a mapping with. ( i x. £ ) (R) c K' ) . 
the category ^ ia isomorphic to a full aub-category of 
the category ^ ^ of all connected graphs without loops *' 
and all their compatible mappings (see C7.1). 
So we can prove Theorem 1 replacing ^ c inatead of t£* 
in it. 
11• Lemma 1. Let a continuum K be a subapace of a 
Hausdorff space A f c u , i r e H ^ c u - f X r . Let J4. m K ~ 
- < ci/? JZr 1 be an open subset of & . Let B be a continu-
um, I .* Z —-* A be a continuous mapping* Then there ex-
ists either a component C of the aet f "̂  CK ) such that 
a , , * r e £ ( C ) or a continuous mapping t : 3 — > ft 
x) We recall that a graph Gf s (X , & ) is aaid to be con-
nected if for every a, Jir 6 X (not necessarily diffe-
rent) there exists ocD , .,M iX^ »ach that a * «^ , ir * o ^ 
and either <*im,1, x^ > c _R or < #.4, *.*.»'! > 6 X , **-
« 4,-.*, /̂  - Every pair < x} x > e R ia said to be a 
loop of G . 
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auch that f c * ) =* £(*) whenever £C#) £ (3 - M , 
Zc*) € * o,, 4r f whenever f C* ) * .M . 
Proof. If either a 4 £ C Z ) ox ir eY £ c % ) f 
then the lemma is trivial. Let a, , Sir e £CL) . Let there 
exist no component C of f** C H ) with a, J&* e f C C ) # 
Put A «<*'(*>, 3m£m*C*> . 
1) We show that every component L of f^CH) inter-
••cta A u B . Let L be a component of £*"'CJ£ ) with 
L n U u B ) s I , Then, there exiata a cloaad-open 
•ub©«t <? of f ~* C H ) auch that L e G c f-* C.X > -
- ( A u B ) . Than G is closed in Z and, aince (j is 
also an open subset of an open f -* Cit) , G is open in 
Z • But Z is a continuum* 
2) Denote by oCA (or o£_ ) the ayatem of all compo-
nents of £~* (H) that intersect A (or B , respective* 
ly). Put PA = U A A , PB « U # 0 . 1) implies r ^ C M ) . 
s % v P B and PA n PB » ^ # We show that bath PA 
and P& are open in f ""* CH ) . If x e PA , then x c 
e L for some component L € «6A . Then, there exists a 
closed-open subset 6 of fmA C H ) such that L c G c 
c f ^ C J O - B . Then necessarily G c P A , thus PA is 
open. 
3) How define 
fCx) m fCx whenever fOc) f(J-J< , 
ICx) m cu whenever x € P A , 
Z Cx) — if whenwYor x € P B 
One can see easily that 5? is a continuous mapping, satia-
fying the required conditions. 
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II* • Conventional a) If M is a metric apace, IJb1 I 
denotea ita underlying aet. 
b) Let M be a bounded metric apace with a metric cc 
and a diameter d , Let B. be a aet,. Z ba a real number, 
£ 6 d, . Then by V C M x 4 fc f ) we denote the met-
ric apace with the underlying aet LJ" H M I x i /c> J ) and 
the metric, aay e* , defined aa followa: 
6*C<,X, *>>,<<^, H, >) a* OCCX, / ^ ) , &«X,K> , <<&,*>'>) - ,£ 
whenever H, ^ n,' . 
c) Let M - H Ml, oc ) , M'~ (\M'\ , «*' ) be met-
ric apacea, cy % \M\ — > IM'I be a mapping, onto \M'\ . 
We aay that M' is a metric factor apace of M given by 
g? whenever for every *, /y-. € IM/ I «,'(*><&) * 
a imf t IE oc Ca •«*&/>, where the inf imum ia taken over all 
4*0 *•' * ' 
chaina C q,fl , ̂  ,M#?^, i ^ ) auch that 9 fa,)- x , <yC^)« 
» /^ and Qp(4%^)** <$ (&£ ) 9 * » 4<).**^ <n . In fact, 
M ' i» a factor-object of M in the category of metric 
apacea and contractions. 
d) In tin a apace M* with the following propertied ia 
conatructed: 
M 1 ia a metric continuum; 
if Z is a aub-continuum of M. , f 1 Z — > M^ ia a 
continuoua mapping, then either £ is constant or £ (x) * 
ss .x for all x € 2» . 
The symbol M,, ia kept for this apace, <p for ita metric, 
ct for ita diameter in the aequel. The aubapacea of Jl̂  are 
always considered aa metric apacea with a reatriction of <p . 
e) Let H,X 1 ( ) K 2 be three pairwiae disjoint aubcon-
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tinua of M 1 that will be fixed in the sequel. Then the 
following ia true for the aubapace H u K^ u KQ of M*. 
( * ) If Z c H u L u L ia a continuum* £ s 2 —* 
1 2 
—* H u K . u L ia a continuoua mapping* then either £ ia 
constant or i(x) ** x for all x € 2 . 
IY. To prove Theorem 1, we ahall construct, for every 
connected graph G without loops> a metric apace Pg ( M , 
then, will be the class of all theae ?e ). First, using an 
idea from t3J a apace (3.̂  (a aubapace of the T& deacri-
bed later) ia constructed replacing the arrows of G by is-
sues of H . More precisely: 
Choose a, Xr e H > a, -# Str . Let a connected graph 
without loopa G m (X, jl ) be given; denote by tcA or 
$r2 the firat or the second projection. 
The metric apace Q>e ia defined aa follows; Let 
o> J U CiH\ x <n,i) — > »<JL I 
be the factor mapping defined by the following equalities: 
q>(< &9 x,>) ** <p (<a9 tc'>) whenever H> 9 HS e K 9 a^O*,)--* 
«s ;#, (/*/) . Let <3L be a metric factor apace of V CH x in,}) 
given by <p . For every /c * £ 9 x e H put j<̂ » <p(<x9x,». 
The set T * 4 a,̂  , /c 6 R 1 u < J ^ ; H, e K } ia a clo-
aed diacrete subset of Q, 
Lemma 2. Let either 2 « H or Z « K, or Z « Xrt , 
£ . 2 — > (j^ be a continuoua mapping. Then either £ is 
constant or Z « M and there exists *, € R. such that 
£ C x ) at x ^ for every * € Z. . 
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Proof. Put H^ * g> CH x -C ** J ) . If t * T put 
Ai~*V^ H* , 5 t t « ( A r T ) ^ i 5 , ^ . A t n T , 
Put S . T n £ C Z ) . 
1) If & = 0 , then, since £ C Z ) ia connected and 
(# ) holds, £ ia conatant. 
2) Let c«uwi S « 4 , aay £ » ibl . Since £ C Z ) 
ia connected, then £ C Z ) c St^ , i.e. f «* £ • £' 
where -i * £t^ —*> AA ia the incluaion. We prove that £ 
f& (y 
ia a conatant to ̂  . If there exiata n^ « 6ts - •£ * J , 
/̂  fi £ C Z ) ; define the mapping 9,. St^—*" Bt^ such that 
£,Cx) « x whenever x € Hft - T where /td ia the 
0 
element of R. with y , e H^ , 
o,Cx)=/S otherwise. 
9, ia continuoua and (* ) implies that 9. -> £ ia con-
stant, which ia a contradiction. 
3) Let CQJUL & ;> A . One can aee easily that the 
mapping 9* ; 2, —*• Q & auch that 
<j, C*) -r £ (x ) whenever £ (x) e #„, with a^ , 
\ e £ CZ) , 
9- Cx) = a ^ whenever £ Cx) € H„,, i^ * * < z ) * 
9̂  Cx) « j&k whenever £ Cx) € H ^ , cuK 4 £ C Z ) 
is continuoua. Since Z ia compact, the set & m £ C Z ) n 
n T * o ^ C Z ) n T ia finite. Let L -* «C i4 ,.... , £ ^ ? be the 
set of all triplea l± ** < ̂  , ̂  , H ^ > . auch that 
^li ^i * 2> 9 *i* *>i 9 *£ e & 9 *<i 9 *>i * M>C4 i 
and there exists no component C of the set cy1 CH^ ) 
with /*>. , A>' e £ ( C ) . Now we uae Lemma 1 n-timea, 
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we put <fre m q, > 9^+4 •• %*l •
 T h e continuoua mapp-
ing ^ t 2 —»» flff ha a the following proptrty: 
If for some K e X the. art ^ C 2 ) n H^ i# 
non-empty, then either 
a) ^ C 3 5 ) n H , c { ^ , \ J or 
b) there exiata a component C of 9 ^ C H^) auch 
that o,A , \ e ^ C C ) . 
Since 9^ C Z ) ia connected, then necaaaarily there ex-
iata J^ m K auch that b) holda for it* Than (.xc ) imp-
lies 2 m K and q^Cx) -- * ^ for all x * C , 
Particularly, ^ Co,) * a ^ , 9^ r^) «, ir^ , i*a. 
CL9 Xr m C . Consequently, there exiata exactly one auch 
M,0 . Since 9^ C £ ) ia connected, 9^ C & ) c ft*, -
Than (*) impliaa 9^ C«x ) «• ̂ ^ for all x e % m H . 
Then, clearly, 9 ^ - 9 ^ , - .. . - 9,, . 9, « f . 
V. Let H , K 1 , K a, a, JCK have the eame meaning aa 
in IV, Moreover, choose & c. e H such that 
cojuL < a, 4K, ci 9 ca ? -» 4- and choose ^ , d^ e K^ , 
-£ m 4, 2 , ̂  4» d^ , The metric apace P^ ia defined aa 
follows: Let 
if $ U . d H u J L u L I x t * } — > I FU I «- a R f a ^ 
be the factor mapping defined by the following equalitiea: 
Xf«kr9 ft» m y(<a,9/t'>) whenever rt} K,'e % 9 T^CH,) -= 
« *,<*') % 
yC<d± , «•>) » yrC<cJ>f ,/&>) whenever %> e R 9 im49l t 
Y<<4tp K»m yC<f.vH!» whenever ft9 KB K . 
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The space p d is the metric factor apace of 
d 
V C C H u K1uXfll) x *C K\ ) given by qr . The apace 
ft 0 ia a aubapace of P^ and y ia an axtanaion of <p . 
Put H , . f r C J t x U f ) f X u . f C K i X { * » ) , 
<%, o ijr f < 9/-, A, > ) . The point .^^ * 41^ will be al-
so denoted by 41- , Put T& » { o^ } * f J l f u ( ^ ) * « J l f , 
-V* * ̂ ^ j X f i K J , -i « -(,il . Clearly, T# u D^ u Ĵ  
ia a closed discrete subset of P^ and there is a bijec-
tion 
?la : X — * T G 
onto T^ such that for every x e .X either A^Cx)** a^ 
where ^ C/t,) * x , or 716 (x) =? J&^ where x%(x<) •» * • 
Lemma 3. Let either 2 - « H or E » K i or Z » 
* X^ . Let £ j 2 —*• p^ ba a coatajannua mapping. Then 
either f is constant or there exists tc e X auch that 
f C «x) =» « ^ for all x e Z . 
Proof. 1) Let >ftG #> £ C Z ) . Then uae the retrac-
tion 9, * Pa - f^ a J — + fl* with frCX^-^n-W^l , 
Lemma 2 and (.4c )• 
2) Let && e £ (Z ) . If f C Z ) n (3^ u D a ) ** / , 
then f ia constant* (It may be proved analogously to 2) in 
the proof of Lemma 2.) Let £ m £(Z) r* CD v T>1) + 0 . 
Define ĉ  : Z — > P6 as followa: a- C«x) •» fCx) whene-
ver fCx>€G| e or Cf Cx) € X..) A Cd. e f C i ) ) , 
o^Cx) -=• /fi,e otherwise. 
Then 9-. ia continuoua* 9, C Z ) n (D u P ) is finite. 
Let L^ * ft*, .,, , t* } be the aet of all 
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points of fy C 2 ) r\ D^ such that for no component 
C of »-'<£**> ia ^ , dlw e £(C) CI ** 4, 2 ) -
We use .Lemma 1 (ln^ + m, ) -times and we obtain a continuous 
mapping St s Z — . v p^ with the following property: if 
x. m R 9 <i> G < <i , 2i 9 then 
a) either 4t C Z ) n K ^ c <-ft, d ^ ? or 
b) there exists a component C of the aet Mr* C X ^ ) 
such that J^Q, 9 <!• & fa(C) . One can see easily (analo-
gously to the proof of Lemma 2) that the case b) is true 
precisely for one couple < K0, ^0 > € R x < 4 , 2 I . 
Define a mapping X : Z >• Ki K such that iCx) « 
m M,(x) whenever Av C«x) s JCJ * , X Cx) « at• „ 
otherwise. Since Z is continuous non-constant, then neces-
sarily 2 m KiQ and X Cx) « .x̂  for all x 6 Z . 
But then X » i& •* <j„ » £ , 
VI. Let <? - ( X 9 R ), 6'= QC', &' ) be connected 
graph8 without loops, £ % G — > G' be a compatible map-
ping. Define a mapping T i P^ *• TQ as followa: if 
K xr < K^ , K2 > € X , .X * H U K^ U X a , put J(**,) m 
m » , where «.' « < £ C * ), f C/t̂ ) > e R ' . It is 
easy to see that every f is a non-constant contraction. 
Conversely, let q* : T& > 7$, be a continuous mapp-
ing. We want to prove that either fy is constant or <j,sj 
for some compatible mapping f { G — > G' . 
1) First we prove: If there exists ft e R such that 
the restriction ^/H„, or ^ / X ^ or ^/K%Ht ia 
constant, then cy is constant. But it folio** easily from 
*92 
Lemma 3 and the fact that G is connected. (To prove it de-
note by A the value of ^/H* (o* ^/JC..,^ « ^ ^ a * , 
respectively) and discuss the cases /» m 41,, * e fl0 , 
2) If 9.- is not constant, then for every /t, c .1 the-
re exists /t' € ft' such that cyCx ) « -x^, for all * € 
€ H 0 Then necessarily 9* C T&) c T&, . If we put 
£ m X"Q o (%> a X # then f : G — * 6" is a compatible 
mapping and 9-- « 2" • 
VII* Now it is evident that the class M of all the 
spaces P^ , where G runs over all connected graphs with-
out loops, ha8 the required properties* 
Proof of Theorem 3 is, in fact, the same as the proof 
of Theorem 1. It is only necessary to notice that the cate-
gory *fy4 of all finite graphs is isomorphic to a full sub-
category of the category ĵhfC of all finite connected 
graphs without loops (proved implicitly in ill)* It G is 
a finite connected graph without loops, then clearly the 
space F^ is a metric continuum. 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
!• Lenima 4. Let M be a realcompact metric space, 
* e (h M - M . Let 0 ^ e /*M , x » <&m x^ . 
Then there exists a natural number m, , such that x^ « «x 
for all trt 2 enQ . 
Proof. It follows immediately from Theorem 9.11 in E2J. 
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1 1 • Lemma 5. Let M 9 M' be metric apacaa, M con-
nected, M.' realcompact. Let cy t ftM — • /3M' be 
a continuous mapping* Than either <y ia conata.nl or 
<}> CM.) c Ji' . 
Proof* Let <̂  Cx > c /& Jd ' - ji' for some # e M . 
Put A s» M r» g--4 t<^ f* ) ) . A ia a cloaad aub-
aat of Jtl and Lemma 4 implies that A ia open*. Sa A « 
** .M , cy ia constant. 
I I I . If there ia no measurable cardinal, then every 
metric apace ia realcompact. Then i t ia easy to see that 
the class K - - f / 3 M ' ? j M e J M M has a l l the required 
properties. 
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